
Welcome to the EOBE doctoral school!

May you be interested in a PhD application in

relationship with PhD subjects proposed by the

researchers of our labs, you are then at the right

place.

This document describes hereafter the way to apply

to a PhD by directly contacting the research staff and

beginning to fill some forms needed by the doctoral

school.

English tutorial

for candidates



The standard path of any application is very simple:

Most often, you have found the proposed topic on the web site of the research team/lab. Then,
after some discussion with the PhD supervisor, he/she will indicate you this link:

https://www.adum.fr/psaclay/pt (+école doctorale EOBE)

http://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/fr/formation/doctorat/electrical-optical-bio-physics-and-

engineering-eobe#offre-de-sujets-de-projets-doctoraux

Another solution is to use this direct link:

Alternatively, you have entered the loop by the Paris-Saclay university web site.

The result is more or less the same in all cases: you have arrived to a list of research
topics like that:



You then select the subject you are interested in:

… and you candidate there:
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Choose ENGLISH and shortly create an account:

The next steps are more or less straightforward:
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You will have to describe your motivations, indicate some facts (date of birth), etc.
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Your main task is to fill this part.
The final document will be edited mostly in french for

the use of the doctoral school. Never mind for you.

To sum this point, you can (only) edit this part that will

be written in French. Do not focus too much your

attention on it.

- Application form: signed and dated

- Transcripts

- Copies of diplomas

- If applicable, description of a draft of

international joint supervision thesis.

i.e.



Then, you will have to validate.
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The process is then finished and all informations

are sent to the research supervisor. He/she will

receive an e-mail and will contact you.

May you have questions, then write to:

Laurence.stephen@u-psud.fr

or

eric.cassan@u-psud.fr

Electrical, Optical, Bio – Physics and Engineering


